A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
hand coverings for baby cats - kittens’ mittens

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. tired, yellow flower
2. large rock container
3. snake with lots of energy
4. letter
5. red fr
6. above
7. magical creature who milks cows
8. four-wheeled toy for carrying a fire-breathing creature
9. person at the bottom of a mountain with a stopwatch
10. bundle of flowers on the table of a small coffee house
A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
hand coverings for baby cats - kittens’ mittens

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. tired, yellow flower 1. lazy daisy
2. large rock container 2. boulder holder
3. snake with lots of energy 3. hyper viper
4. let 4. b 5. read 5. re
6. ab 6. at
7. magical creature who milks cows 7. dairy fairy
8. four-wheeled toy for carrying a fire-breathing creature 8. dragon wagon
9. person at the bottom of a mountain with a stopwatch 9. climber timer
10. bundle of flowers on the table of a small coffee house 10. cafe bouquet